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1. The CHAIRMAN (Czechoslovakia): I declare open the 414th plenary meeting 

of the Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament. 

2. l{r. FISHER (United States of America): The idea bf an arms control agreement 

for the sea-bed is basically responsive to a technological fact of life: the fact that 

the environment of the sea-bed is becoming increasingly accessible to man. At the 
. ~ 

same time it may be said that if we succeed in arriving at an arms control agreement for 

the sea-bed we shall have added one more important element to the larger picture of 

internatio~al restraints on armaments which has been taking form. 

~ 3. Viewed as one more step in that all-important process, a sea-bed agreement appears 

as the logical follow-on to the Antarctic Treatyll and ~he outer space Treaty' (General 

Assembly resolution 2222 (XXI), annex); and indeed it would be analogous in many ways 

to those Treaties. It would be analogous in many ways but not in·all ways, for the 

sea-bed is a unique environment, with its own special characteristics. Foremost amo~g 

these,.for our purposes, is the obvious but important fact that the sea-bed is 

coterminous with the sea itself, which has been used for offensive and defensive 

military action since almost the beginning of history. Hence the belief of the 

United States that, in the circumstances in which we are now living, total demilitari

zation of the sea-bed is scarcely practical or attainable. 

4. We have st~ied intensively the elements which might comprise a successful arms 

control agreement fQr the sea-bed, as we have.studied very carefully the views which 

have been put forward in this Committee. We believe that great progress has already 

been realized in approaching this complex subject, and that we have now·reache~ the 

point wh~re it is useful_and appropriate to set fort~ our views in the form of a draft 

treaty. 
' 5. From the statements that have been made here I believe we can all agree that there 

exists a desire on the part of all the members of this Committee to make progress 

rapidly towards preventing an arms race on the sea-bed and to arrive, if possible, at 

an agreement on this subject before the next session of the General Assembly, There 

have'· ho1rrever, been several suggestions as to how that goal can best be ·achieved. 

Some delegations have proposed a complete demilitarization of the sea-bed. That 

concept is embodied in the draft treaty·submitted by the representative of the· 

Soviet Union on 18 March (ENDC/240). There have been other suggestions. Some have 

1/ ~ed Nations Treaty Series, vol. 402, pp. 71 et seq. 
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suggested a catalogue of the various types of installations which should be prohibited; 

others have ~uggested that specific exceptions ·should be written to pe~t certain 

defensive installations. 
l' 

6. For its part the United States· has attempted to make clear, in its statements of 

25 March (ENDC/PV. 397 paras. 37. et seq.) .and 15 ·May (.ENDC/PV. 411, paras. 21 et seq •) , 

its belief that the ·only practical way to prevent an arms race on the sea-bed would be 

an agreement banning the .emplacement or fixing of nuclear· weapons and other weapons 

of mass destruction. on the sea-bed. · Such an·.agreement would _remove the major threat 

to the peaceful uses of.the sea-bed. At the same time it would reduce the 

varific~tion problem to manageable proportions and would be consister:t with t4e security 

interests of coastal States •.. Accordingly, on the instructic:ms of the U,nited States 

Government, we· are submitting for the consideration of the Committee a draft treaty 

(ENDC/249) whiqh would prohibit the emplacement or fixing of nU:clear weapons and other 

weapons of mass destrUction on the sea-bed and the ocean floor. I believe that draft 

has nmv been circulated to the members of- the Committee. We are. of the firm 
• I 

conviction that by adopting this approach we shall accomplish in the simplest and 

speediest manner 6ur.task of preventing the extension of.the·arms race to the sea-bed. 

7. I should like now to discuss briefly the individual·articles of our draft treaty. 

8. The first paragraph·of article I prohibits any party from emplanting or emplacing 

fixed nuclear weapons or other weapons of mass destruction on, within, or beneath the 
' / 

se~-bed and the ocean floor beyond a narrow band-- a band defined in article'!! 

adjacent to the coast of any State. The prohibi~ion would also apply·to fixed 

launching platforms associated with nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass 

destruction whether or not a missile or a warhead containing a'nuclear weapon or·other . 
weapon of mass destruction was actually in place. We believe that this is responsive 

to the thoughtful suggesti~ns made by our Polish colleague (ENDC/406, paras. 11-31). 

The language of.the prohibition goes to the heart 

that the sea-bed might· be used as' an area for the 

'destruction. Paragraph 2 of article I obligates 

of our greatest concern, namely, 

emplacem~nt of weapons of mass 

each party to refrain from causing, 

encouraging, facilitating or in ariy way participating in the activities prohibited by 
' . 

the first paragraph of article I. 

9. Article II deals with the limits of the narrmv band mentioned in article I and 

with the question of territori~ sea claims. 

establishes the boundary of the narrow band. 

~Paragraph 1 of article II 

In deciding on the width of the band 

which the United States.would propose, we h~ve taken into consideration two views 
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expressed by nearly all the members of this' Committee who. have spoken on the subject. 

The first is that the prohibitin should extend to the maximum practical area .of the 
I 

sea-bed. The second is that the limits establishing the area in which the 

prohibition would apply sl}.ould he separated from such complGx issues as territorial 

sea claims and na'tiional jurisdiction. · This view concerning separa~ion has be.en given 

express recog~tion in paragraph 3 of article II. We believe that, once that 

separation has· been expressly recognized' setting the width of the narrow band at· 

three miles, as is. done in paragraph l of article II, responds to both of those 
I 

views. 

10. First of all, as compared with the twelve-mile w:ldth, it 1.rould add'roughly 

2 million square miles of sea-bed to the area of prohibition. That is an area in which, . . 
it might be pointed out, the temptation to extend the nuclear arms race might be very 

great,·because of its proximity to the shore. Secondly, by placing the outer limit 

of the narrow band at three miles we have avoided the complex questions associated 

with the extent of national jurisdiction. Moreover, it takes care of the concern 

~xpressed by several delegations over the status of the zone that would exist between 

a twelve-mile limit, for example, and the outer limits of territorial waters that were 

less than twleve miles. Under the draft treaty we are now presenting no such zone 

vrould exist, since the three-mile limit represents,. I believe, the narrm.rest claim for 

a territorial sea. 

11. Paragraph 2 of article II, at present blank, vrould define the baselines from 

which the outer limit of the three-mile narrow band 1.rould be measured. We believe such 

definitions of baselines are necessary in view of existing claims to certain marginal 

seas as internal waters. In order to establish equitable boundaries and balanced 

obliga~ions for all parties to the treaty, agreement will need to be worked out on how 

such marginal seas are to be treated. In this connexion it might be desirable and 

practical to draw on an existing international agreement dealing with the establishment, 

of baselines. For its part the United States is prepared to accept baselipes drawn 

in a manner specified in the 1958 Geneva·Convention on the Territorial Sen and the 

Conti~ous Zoneg/ if agreement can be reached on the appropriate interpretatio~s of 

that Treaty as applied .to the relevant areas in question. 

~----
g/ United Nations Treaty Series, val. 516, pp. 205 et seq. 
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12. Article III of the draft treaty· being ,submitted today deals with verification. 
. . 

As is well lmown, the United State's P,as 'consistently supported the principl~ of 

adequate verifica~ion for all arms control agreetnents. The question.'arises as to what 

constitutes 11 adequate11 verification 'or this particular measure' in the light of our 

present and developing capabilities. That is not an easy question to answer, 

particularly in view of the immense technical problems associated with operating in the 

hostile ~nvironment ~f the sea-bed. However, if we can ensure that the parties to the 

treaty remain free to observe the activities of other States on the sea-bed and ocean 
' floor, we are confid~nt that such observation Hill provide appropriate verification 

for the purpos.es of the treaty~ One reason for this is our feeling that if a party 

were to violate this treaty it would not limit itself to the installation of a single 

weapon. If it were,to violate the treaty~ it Hould doubtless do so on a lar~e scale. 

13. Paragraph 1 of article III of·our draft treaty therefore ensures the right of 

observation of activities on the sea-bed and ocean floor to be. ·carried. on _in a way which 
•• • j. • 

does not interfere with the activities of States on the sea-bed or otherwise infringe 

rights recognized under international law, including freedom of the high seas. 

Paragraph 1 of article ~II also provides that.in the event such observation does not ih 

any particular case suffice to eliminate questions regarding fulfilment of the 

provisions of the treaty, the parti8s undertake to consult and to co~operate in 

endeavouring to resolve the questions. 

14. I am aware that the draft treaty''placed b'efore this Conference by the Soviet 

representative ?ontains the flat provision that all installations and structures on · 

the sea-bed shill be open for v,er:i.f·ication,- ·a' provision. which is qualified on~ by .the 

requirement of rociproci ty. Comparisons bet1-reen th-e Soviet draft treaty and oUr draft 

treaty will be inevitable. Therefore, I should like to address myself to the Soviet 

draft treaty, in no spirit of contentiousness but in a spirit of carcying on the 

deliberations of .. this Committee, as we must. The verification provision of the 

Soviet dr~t treaty is of course modelled on tho provision in the out~r 1 space Treaty 

for verifying that there are no military installations on the moon or other celestial 

bodies. But :m attempt to transplant, so to speak, a provision applic'able to the 

moon-- where all claims of national jurisdiction have been. renounced-- to the sea-bed, 

where there are many existing claims of national jurisdiction and a growing number of 

scientific and commercial uses, raises m~y difficult political and legal questions. 

In addition, there Hould be an immense ~echnical problem in living up to such an . 

unqualified verification provision in the hostile environment of the sea-bed. For 
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example, the entry of an observer into any installation on the sea-bed, if it is at 

great depth and, as a result, at great pressure, would.be both difficult and dangerous. 

' The solution of that problem might require special equipment designed for each 

particular type of installation. ~e entry into even one installation, in addition . 
to being hazardous, could take lengthy preparation and be extremely expensive. In 

li 

order to avoid complicated ef1orts to establish any such procedure at this time, the 

United States proposes a s~ple and straightfon..rnrd verification system based on 

observation and consultation to resolve any questions as to compliance with the treaty 

which the observation might have raised. 

15.- The United States believes such a system v1ould be -vmrkable. In my statement on 

15 May I set forth the reasons why the emplacing or fixing on the ocean floor of an 

installation that was capable of serving as part of an effective weapons system 

·involving nuclear weapons or other weapons of.mass destruption would be unlikely to 

_escape the attention of other maritime Powers (ENDC/PV.4].1, para. 25). If other 

maritime Pm..rers became aware of this activity, as He believe they would, and if they 

suspected a violation of the treaty, they could act under the observation provision 
' of article III of the United States draft. Let us consider the role this observation 

could play in verifying compliance with tho treaty. 

16. If the installation had a configuration which could contain a missile for 

delivery of a nuclear vTeapon, and apertures or hatches from which such a missile could 

be launched, this woUld be observable. If the -installation had communications 

facilities for_ a sophisticated comm~d and control system, this migh~ also be observed. 

And,if the installation contained an airlock, designed to permit entry of personnel, 

or ~on~ained large detachable parts, which could be detached for maintenance, this too 

cou~d be observed. 

17. All the questions raised by those observations would hav~ to be resolved by the 

consultation provided for in article III, an4 the other P.arty would be committed to 

co-operate to resolve them. I can assure the Committee that if the United States 

were to request consultations under this article, it would not propose to let the 
./ 

consultations drop until its questions were satisfactorily resolved. 
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18. I might add that this procedure for verification, involving observation and 

consultation, would. be available to all parties to the treaty. 
. i 

19. In our view, international consultation 1vould thus play an important role in the 

tr~aty 1 s provision for verification without the need for a special internati?nal 

verification org~nization, which we would consider as both premature and wasteful of 
' 

resources. 

20. Tho United States oelieves that the verification procedure set forth in article III 

of this draft, which I have just described, is consonant with our prese~t and 

developing capability to verify activities on the sea-bed. We also believe that it is 
' • I 

appropriate to protect against the threa~ that, vJG have reason to be concerned about 

both now and in the immediate~future. But tho draft treaty we are presenting today 

provides that five years after its entry into force a review con~eronce will be held. 

If technological And other developments warrant revision of the verification provision 

of the treaty, they can be considered at that time. So that there can be nQ dou~~ as 

to our intentions in this regard, par~graph 2 of article III e~ressly provides that 

the review conference shall consider whether any additional rights ?r procedures of 

verification should be established. 

21. Article IV :Provides for amendments to the tr~aty, and is ident'ic'~l in language to 

article XV of the outer space Treaty. 

22. Article V of the draft' treaty \·Je are presenting today proyides for the review . 
conference which I have already mentioned. The conference would meet here in Geneva 

five years after the entry into force of the treaty, and raview the operation of th~ 

treaty 1d th a view to ensuring that the· purposes of the preamble and the provisions 

. of the treaty. are being realized. The provision for the revie1-1 con.f7rence has been 

included because the United States considers the treaty as an initial undertaking in . . 
a complex environment. Accordingly_, the United States believes that all parties 'will 

have an interest in ensurin~ that ther? is an opportunity to consider the effect of 

technological or other changes on the operation of the treaty. Article V also pro~ides 

that the review conference shall determine, in accordance.with the views of a majority• 

of the parties attending, whether and 1-1hen an additional revievT conference shall be 

convened. , / 

23. Article VI of our draft tr~aty contains a 1-lithdrawal provision 1-1hich is identical 

to th~t found in paragraph 1, article X·of the pen-proliferation treaty (ENDC/226*)~ 

This type of clause found its origin in a similar provision in the limited test ban 

Treaty (ENDC/100, Rev. 1). 
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24. That completes the description of the operational clauses of the treaty. There 

wlll, of course, have to be sone routine provisions dealing with the entering into 

force of the treaty, accesssions,' official languages, and so on. But if we can agree on 
I 

the operational clauses -- and, after all, these are the clauses which have been .~der 

discussion arid on which differences have appeared then the routine prqvisions should 

not be clifficult and can be worked out at a later stage of the negotiations, once . 

progress has been made towardp agreenent on the substantive treaty articles. 

25.. In conclusion, the United States delegation has repeatedly expressed its hope that 

this Corr.li ttee can reach a satisfactory agreement which. Hould prevent tb,e nuclear e..:rns 

race from spreading to the sea-bed. Likewise, we are convinced that such an agreenent 

must be reached quickly, since ~~might be much more difficult, and perhaps not possible, 

to reach agreement once deplo'yments had started. It is for these reasons that the 

draft treaty which we have submitted today does not attempt to solve all the problems 

at once. Rather it is designed to be a realistic and important first step towards 

more conprehensive disarm.arnent. That is why 'fe h~ve included a provision that would 

subject the treaty to review and to-possible amendment in the light of the experience· 

gained in its operation ~~d of technological developments which could bear on sttch 
I 

issues as, for example, verification. 

26. Finally, I should like to ad~ that I believe the draft treaty we have submitted 

tod~ provides a sound basis for negotiat~g a realistic and meaningful agreement -

one which will add a significant restraint to the nuclear arms race, and, 'at the s~e 

time, help to ensure that the resources of the sea-bed are used for the benefit of all 

countries. 

27. ri.h'. CARACCIOLO (Italy) (translation fron French): First of ·all, I should 

like to say that we listened with the1 greatest attention and keenest interest to the 

statement just nade by the representative of the United States. I should like to 

assure him that my delegation w:i,ll study very ~arefuily the t~xt which he has submitted 

(ENDC/249). 

28. In r:ry state1:1ent today I 1·iish first to deal with the problem of the cessation of 

underground nuclear explosions. I hav:e waited until the end of this session to expound 

to the Conmittee the Italian point of view on this question because I had hoped that 

the highly technical discussion which had been started' on this subject be.tween a number 

of delegations would provide us with new elements that might change our position. 
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29. Unfortunately, the develorment of that discussion, which was highly interesting 

and constructive, ,has clearly 'shm.Jn that the crucial problem of verification and control . 
is still the stumbling block in the way of the conclusion of an agreenent, Nevertheless, 

a number of delegations have r;.ade a very effective contribution to the study of this 

probleTI. The Swedish delegation in particular has pl~ed -- if I n~ s~ so -- the 

part of a leader by enabling us to benefit from the results of the· w~r:;: of its 

scientists, by subnitting a draft treaty (ENDC/242) which is very useful and also by 

taking the initiative for an informal meeting at vThich the Minister of State, . . 
loft's. Nyrdal, provided us with nore conplete explanations of her points of view. 

However, I.believe that the general opinion is that we can hardly expect to reach an 

agreenent on ·a total cessation of underground nuclear explosions before vlO have reached 

a cor,wromise, acceptable to all delegations, on the problem of control. 

30. Italy, for its part, cannot accept the principle that all possibilities of on-site 
. ' control would be excluded. This position seems to us to be consistent with our 

status as a State signatory to the non-proliferation Treaty (ENDC/226*). In faot 

and nay I in passing express a truism -- if the non-nuclear-weapon States had adopted 

a similar principle last year a 'treaty on non-proliferation would probably not have 

been concluded. 

31.· But one -- and not the least -- of the merits of the presentation of a draft 

treaty by .the delegation of Sweden is to impel the other delegations, faced wi t.h; 

precise proposals, to s~ek possible alternatives. I hope I an not mistrucen in 

attributing this intention to the Swedish representative. The alternative, in our 

opinion; can be sought only i~ partial solutions designed to reduce the_ di~ferences 
between the opposing theses. 

32. From th~t point of view we appreciate especially the position taken by the 

representative of Canada (E..l'IJDC/PV.404, paras. 8l.et. seg.). A more thorough study 

of the seismological data, that js to say, a study of their importance-in order to 

obtain ru1 effective international exchange in this field --'an idea which moreover is 

contemplated in -article II of the SvTedish draft treaty -"7 seens to us to constitute 

a step in the right direction. We t~erefore support the Canadian suggestion 

(ENDC/PV.404, para.87) to bring together a group of experts to consider the organization 
. . l ; 

of such .an international exchange and to report upon this subject. We also support 

the other Canadian idea (ibid., para.89), that various countries should draw up a list 

of all seismic stations from which they would be ready to supply records in the frane

work of a world-wide e~ch~~ge of data. 
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3~ .. vlo also wish to ~xpress our alJPJ:.'eciation of tlie proposal presented by the 

Unit~d States. delegation ·an 5 Decenber 1968 to the First Cow.ittce of the Genera+ 
- •I I • , •, • o 

Asseubly o{ the ··united Nations for international co-operation in seismic research· by 

Deans ·~i: a·-~eiie.s of nuciear' ~xplosions un~ler tho Plowshare progranrne·, (A/C.l/PV.·l630, 

provi;io~al, pp.'lB-20). · In this respect we vTOuld be grateful if the United States 

delegation, at a tine which it felt to be aost appropriate, '\orould be good enough t.o let 

us knou the practical neasures it has in nind.. 

34. In August 1968 the Italian delegation presented to. this Connittce a 1rmrking paper 

on undergr~nnd~ nuclear cxp1osions .(ENDC/234). : In that docur:1ent ue sugges"+,ed that the 

re.gulatio,n of U..."lderground ex~losions for· peaceful purposes sh~ulc.l provisionally be 

separatoL. fran the regulation of underground explosions 9f a purely military nature, 

This. separation,.in.our opinion, had the advantage of facilitating an agTeement on 

the control of military explosions at least until scientific and teclli1ological 

progress enabled the total control of all explosions to be guaranteed. . . . 

35. Tl1e fact that -w:e ~ave today reached a standstill on ~he subject of ·control seems 

to me to ·prove that O'LU', approach, aim.ed also at a ·partiai agreement, can constitut.e a 
, ; . 

new point of departure for a us'eful discussion. 

36. In-~~ event, a~d even if a comprehensive agreement could be reached·toqay on 

the prohibition of all nuclear_explosions, it would be necessary, to face ~he particular· 

problem of allowing, that is to say of 'controlling, underground nuclear explo.sions for- · 

peaceful purpos~s. There is no doubt ...:_ and this is clearly indicated in article V 

of the non-proliferation Treaty·-- that peaceful explosions nust be allowed aild must· 

be carried out under .strict international control in order to avoid the danger of any 

deviation from their original purpose. This international ~ontrol must be exercised 

both if tho nuclear States carried out sunh explol3ions on their own territory and'if ~ 

they carried them out on terri tory not· their own at the request of a third State or · 
I • \" • 

an international organization. 
. . -· . -

.37. T6c'tay we therefore vrish to. renind the Conferen·ce or' the Eighteen-Nation Committee 

on Disnrmanent of that suggesti?n contalned in document ENDC/234. . . At tho. same tine, 
. . 

3.l:.d bearing in mind the op:l.nions 1r1hich have been expressed· around this 'table as 1·e1l 

as the events which have occurred in the nieantine -- I am referring, o·f course, to the· 
. - , 

approval of the non-proliferation Treaty by the United Nations General Assembly we 

should like to suggest a slight change in our original prop"Osal. In our working pap01 : 

~mich i have alrea~ mentioned, we proposed that communications relating to the intentior 
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to carry. out ~rie or more nucl·e~· explosio~s for ·peacefUl purposes should be addressed to 

the UniteCI. 'Nati;ns. ··rt seem~ to us today, bearing in mind also General AsseLibly 

resolution ~56 C ( xXIII) '(:ENDC/2.37), ·triat \lie'se'" commun.icat~ons should rather be 

addressed t,·o 'ai/i~te~national service for explosions for peaceful purposes within the 

framework of. _the Intern~tional Atonlic Energy Agency ( I.AEA.). Similarly; the non-

nuclear-weapo£ States-:m~~tioned in our original proposal could subn'it their lists 'of 

experts to the IAEA rather than to the govermaents of th~ States in which the ... . . 
explosion l.s to take place. For the sake of clarity I wanted -to draw attention to 

this s.111all. ~hange in a working docume~{V __ which I shall ·ask the· Secretariat of the 

Confere11ce tci .be good' enough to .. 6ircUlate · ;.._ representing mere modification of our 

previous vJOrking paper (ENDC/2.34) • 

.38. ~~e ~e convinced that our proposBl would facilitate the establishment of inter

national' regulation of undergr~und nuclear explosions for ·peaceful purposes. '\.IJe also 

think th~t· 'it would enable sci~ntist~ and t<3chnicians. of th~ non-nuclear-weapon States 

to extend their knowledge of ~uclear explosions for peaceful purposes. Lastly, we 

think that' 'the' 'adopti~n 6£ ow; proposal ~auld be a first step towards the implementation 
~· - .. . ..... . . . 

of art~cle V of the non-proliferation Treat~ • 

.39 ~ .' f .should like ~ow to:. dwell upon ~oth~r point. in our agenda ( ENDC/2.36, p • .3) -

namely, meas~es r~lating to the cessation of the production of fissionable materials; 

for rftlitary 'pur'poses. We consider, in fact, ·~iiat because of their political; 

military onci · p'sycholo-gical. importance· such' measures deserve the utr,1ost attention on the 

part of ~he. Cbnferenc·e. o.f the Eighteen-Natio11 Cor.nni'tt'ee on Disarmament. · Moreover, we 

already"' expressed ·this·· conviction when ·our priorities· for defii:li~g the programme ·of 

work of the C~nfere.nc.e :were put forward (ENDC/PV. 385; paras 44 · et seg.). At. that time 

we noted vdth satisfacti;n (i~id., para.50) that a proposal £or the cessation of the 

prod1,1ction of· nuclear weapons and ·for the reduction and elimiliation of :stockpileS' was '. 

included in the'soviet.memoranduri of i July 1968 (ENDC/227). Although.th~ Soviet 

proposal was ;differe~t:':in ·character from that air.J.ed at ending the production of 

fissioriable materi-als, we. considered. that it reflected the des.ire ·of the Soviet Union 

to underta.lce negotiations· j_~· :this. fieid and·! that it.' could consequentiy form tlie prelude 

to a nol~o th~r~righ st~dy 'of this· pr~blem.· · '. 

40. Subsequently, w~ took note ··Hi th gr~at intere~t of the statements made on 8 April 

by the representative 'of th~ United States :on ·the''p:H5blem of.·the 11 cut-off 11 (ENDC/PV.401, 

paras. 5-17). The fa;t that the. United. States-Government has decided to renew and 

2/ Circulated as document ENDC/250 

.-
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bring up to date the 1964 proposal (ENDC/~34) must in our opinion be looked upon as 

an important and positive contribution to the wo~k of the Conference in a field which 

is followed with particular attention by the militarily non-nucle~ States. The 
~ I 

point in the proposal made by Anbassador Fisher on 8 April which has particularly 
• 

aroused our interest is the one relating to the application of controls. His new 
- ... . ' 

proposal in fact mruces it possiblo'to overcome the diffipulty constituted by the . . 
criterion of outunl inspections which was at the basis of the previous United States 

' proposal. It is thus a very substantial improvement for States which, not having 

installations for the production. of fissionable material ~d consequently not having 

any counterport to offer, -would be practically excluded from anJ: control nechanism 

what~oever based on the criterion of reciprocity. 

41. Horeover; this new United States, proposal facilitates. the implementation of the 

principle.of uniyersality of controls, a principle which we ~trongly supported during 

the negotiation of the non-proliferation Treaty. It is designed in fact t~ subjec~ 

the nuclear countries, so far as their production of fissionable material is concerned, 

to the s&~o controls by IAEA as the non-proliferation Treaty iffiposes on non-nuclear 

countries for their peaceful nuclear activities. The institution of those c.ontrols, 

which obviously would extend to the entire process of peaceful utilization of fissionable 
' ' ' . 

material produced in the future, -v;ould therefore be tantamount to the setting up of a 

single control system for the nuclear coun~ries as well as for the non-nuclear countries. 

With all discrimination thus abolished, this neasure would contribute, moreover, 'to 

increasing the effectiveness and even.the duration of the non-proliferation Treaty. 
' . 

42. vie have noted that in his stateraent of '10 April (ENDC/PV.402, paras. 41 et seq.)· 

the representative of the Soviet Union did not,oake any specific criticis~s of the 

IAEA control system proposed by the United States delegation. . With respect to the 

more general critici&ls of the United States proposal that.have been made I s~ould 

merely like to point out that while it is true that the cessation of the production of 

fissionable material for military purposes woUld not lead to a reduction in the present 

stockpiles of nuclear weapons, this does not prove that the nuclear Powers must continue 

to increase indefinitely the:Lr production of fissionable material. 

43. The cessation of the production of fi~sionable naterials; especially if it went 

hand in hand with the making ,available for peaceful purposes ?f a part of the stockpil~, 

would,- in our opinion, be a very iuportant fir~t step towards the cessation of vertical 

proliferation and·also of the production of nuclear weapqns, which is called for by the 

.. 
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Soviet ~emorandum. That first step therefore represents the prerequisite for the 

follo~dng step, and because it is'designed to create an atoosphere of mutual 

confidence between the two major nuclear Powers it could not fail to reduce the 

danger of a nuclear conflict. 

44. Lastly, and to revert to the idea to which I referred earlier, the measUre in 

q~estion would have the advru1tage of releasing for peaceful purposes substantial 

resources which are now used for nilitary activitieso The Italian delegation is 

particularly sensitive to that aspect of the United States proposal, which in some 

ways is· connected with our own proposal of 1 August 1967 for making available part of 

the fissionable naterials for peaceful purposes (ENDC/PV.318, paras. 15-21). I should 

like to add that the United States proposal could mru{e control easier for the nuclear 

Powers themselves. Indeed it is obvious that once all production of fissionable 

material for military purposes had ceased, controls could be nore easily accepted 

without fear of finding oneself exposed to the dangers of espionage in the fields of 

defence and national security. 

In conclusion, it seems to us that the United States propos_al could bring us 

substantially closer to the achievement of a certain unifornity of conditions between 

the nuclear Powers and the non-nuclear Powers. That is not the least of its merits. 

The Conference ·decided to issue the follo1dng comTiunigue: 

i1The Conference of the Eighteen-Nation Co:mmi ttee on Disarnament today 

held its 414th plenary neeting in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, under the 

chairnanship of H.E. Anbassador Tonas Lahoda, representative of Czechoslovakia. 
11 Statements vrere made by the· representatives of the U~i ted States of 

.America and Italy. 

liThe delegation of the United States of ilr.lerica subr.rl.tted a draft treaty 

prohibiting the emplaceaent of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass 

destruction on the sea-bed and ocean floor (ENDC/249). 
11 The next meeting of the Conference 1dll be held on Friday, 23 May, 1969, 

at 10.30 a.m. II 

The neeting_rose at 11.25 a.m. 




